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Introducing: Ship Notice API for Suppliers

Ease of implementation
Geographic relevance

Some complexity
Global

Customer challenge

Meet that challenge with
SAP Ariba

Experience key benefits

At the moment suppliers cannot use an API to
extract Ship Notice information on ship notices
that are transacted with customers on the Ariba
Network.

This feature makes the Ship Notice API available
to suppliers.

Extracting ship notice data from Ariba Network can
be of value for suppliers when feeding this data into
homegrown applications, analytics tools for
reporting purposes, or other external processing
needs.

Besides standard integration with backend
systems, the suppliers have had no other way to
easily extract ship notice data from their own Ariba
Network accounts via APIs.

The Ship Notice API for Suppliers allows suppliers
to retrieve detailed ship notice information from
the Ariba Network.

APIs provide a more stable, standardized data
access mechanism to extend existing applications,
and build new, innovative applications.

Solution area

Implementation information

Prerequisites and Restrictions

SAP Ariba APIs
SAP Ariba Developer Portal
SAP Ariba Network

The feature is automatically on for all suppliers
with the applicable solutions and account type but
requires configuration.

Your application has to be approved by the SAP Ariba
API administration and has to conform to OAuth
authentication. For details, see help on “SAP Ariba
Developer Portal“.
Supplier administrators have to add the OAuth Client ID
to their profile settings.
Use of SAP Ariba APIs for suppliers via the SAP Ariba
Developer Portal is restricted to Ariba Network
“Enterprise account” type.
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How to develop an application that consumes the Ariba Network APIs
Go to https://developer.ariba.com/api/
Check the Learn section to get detailed information on how to develop your application.
The process to develop an application generally includes following steps:

1. Once registered on the Developer portal, explore available APIs under
Ariba Network. A detailed description of the API is available.
2. Create a new applicaton and activate the application to get an
application key.
3. You’ll need to request 'Production access’ for your application by
submitting a service request on http://connect.ariba.com. Upon
approval, an OAuth Client ID is generated for the application.
4. As an administrator, add your OAuth Client ID to your profile; see the
next page.
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This API can be useful in scenarios where suppliers want to extract data from Ariba Network, e.g. to generate reports or use the data for other
applications or purposes. Please see online help for detailed description on how to extract Ship Notice data.
Workflow:
1. The client application queries Ariba Network with a defined set of parameters.
2. In response to the query, the API returns a JSON data set that contains all matching records in a formatted structure.
3.The receiving application processes the data.
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